Premium
Cleaning Solutions

www.nextzett.de

nextzett was founded 2015 by former employees of einszett, a company with a long history (1936 – 2015) in manufacturing car care products
and other chemical articles. Base of nextzett is Wiehl, Germany not far from Cologne where einszett was founded. So manufacturing will return
to its roots with production moving back to “Made in Germany”.
nextzett is the next generation of einszett products. To learn what you can expect, you only need to look at our new logo. The blue arrow represents innovation and where we are going “next” while referencing water, the substance which is mixed in with the majority of our products and
is our earth's most precious natural resource.
The green leaf points towards the ecological and sustainable direction of our brand's philosophy. It represents our environmental awareness
and responsibility. This is the direction where we will continue to strive towards.
The brand name might change, but the products you have come to know and rely on will stay true for the very reasons our customers have
trusted einszett for so many years. nextzett exists because of the very customers that have supported us over the years and for that reason
alone, we make a promise to keep your trust and faithfulness to our brand.
We are excited to start this new chapter, how about you?
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4 | Pre-Wash | Wash | Wheel

Anti Insect
Bug + Sap Remover

Auto Gloss Car
Wash Shampoo

Perls Shampoo

Concentrated for effortless and protective removal
of insects and midges from paintwork, chrome,
glass, rubber and plastic. Removes dead insects
with its unique solvent properties. Does not contain
enzymes and is therefore particularly gentle on skin.
Biodegradable.

A highly concentrated, gloss enhancing, professional hand wash car wash shampoo that cleans road
grime, tree sap and other pollutants without the use
of aggressive detergents that can leave spotting
or residue behind. Leaves a high gloss shine for a
wax-like ﬁnish. Biodegradable, phosphate-free and
safe for use in areas where food is prepared, stored
or sold. Exceeds detergent act regulations with regard to sewage emissions.

Concentrated shampoo for an effortless foam
wash which seals in the shine. It cleans quickly
and thoroughly like a shampoo, polymers provides durable protection against environmental
inﬂuences and weathering by sealing in the
shine and creating a deep, visible, long-lasting
sheen. Instant beading after rinsing reveals the
sealed-in mirror shine.

500 ml

91391215

1000 ml

91116015

Wash & Wax Raindance

500 ml

98140515

Wheel Cleaner
Colortec

Wheel +
Engine Cleaner

Industry Cleaner
W99

Acid-free rim cleaner, highly efﬁcient for cleaning all types of rims. Actively removes even
tough dirt and brake residue without additional
rework. Gently cleans without damaging the
surface. Safe application is simpliﬁed by a colour change effectiveness indicator.

A non-acidic, non-lye wheel cleaner gently yet
effectively cleans all types of wheels including
those with sensitive ﬁnishes. Removes brake
dust, road grime and brake pitting preventing
wheel ﬁnishes from becoming dull. Will not
discolor anodized aluminum brake calipers.
Biodegradable.

Very effective and highly concentrated cleaning
agent for removing tough oil stains, plant and
animal encrustation, old wax and epoxy coatings, proteins, sugar as well as carbonized
residues. It is meant for use in car workshops,
industrial plants, freight-forwarding agencies,
swimming pools, factory rooms or on vehicles
and working equipment in the food industry.
It is ideal for surfaces such as tiles, plastics,
paints and tarpaulins.

500 ml

97000515

500 ml

97211015

1000 ml

90140515

Pre-Wash | Wash | Wheel
www.nextzett.de

Wheel Cleaner
Special intensive cleaner for all painted light
alloy and steel wheels. Protective cleaning
formula. Effortless application. Even brake dust
pitting, grease and oil grime will be completely
removed. Restores it to a like-new condition.
Silicone-free.

500 ml

97071215

Interior | Glass | Maintenance |

Plastic
Deep Cleaner

Cockpit Classic

Cockpit Lemon

Blitz All-Purpose
Cleaner

Gentle, two-phase cleaner with intensive grime removal. Cleans and removes rubber scuff
marks, tar, bitumen and nicotine thoroughly
and effortlessly with dust-resistant anti-static
action and a brightening effect. For plastic
awnings, car seats, the dashboard, storage
compartments and side components. Biodegradable. Environmentally safe.

Oil and grease-free care for interiors. Anti-static and dust resistant. Adds a satin ﬁnish and a fresh fragrance to the car interior.
Counteracts smoke and other odors with its
odor neutralizer. Even at high temperatures,
its thermo-stable action protects the product
against break-down.

Similar action to that of Cockpit Antistatic, but
also has a wonderful citrus fragrance which not
only neutralizes odors and counteracts smoke
odors, it also leaves a pleasant, long-lasting
fresh citrus fragrance.

Low-phosphate, highly concentrated cleaner
for protective care of all types of surface. Cleans many articles such as imitation leather,
plastic, glass, tiles, ceramic products etc. Also
effective in hard water if an anti-limescale
product is added. Produces a streak-free shine without bubbling. Environmentally safe and
bio-degradable.

500 ml

92441015

Leather Care
Cleans, conditions, and protects to maintain
the natural look and feel of all your automotive leather trim and furniture. Removes grime
build-up that can deteriorate leather over time.
Prevents leather from drying and becoming
brittle using conditioners and UV protectants.
Restores dry leather to its original suppleness.
Leaves a clean, non-greasy ﬁnish with a pleasant lavender and sandalwood scent. Does not
harm stitching or clog perforated leather. Use
on interior car ﬁttings, motorcycle cladding,
handbags, boots and furniture. Not for use on
suede or un-coated (unﬁnished) leather.

250 ml

92480515

300 ml

92010815

300 ml

92050815

Universal Cleaner
+ Smoke Ex

Kristallklar Premium

This all-purpose cleaner thoroughly removes
grease, stains nicotine and incrustations of all
kinds. Odours are not just disguised. The causes
of the odours are removed organically all that
remains is a pleasant, long-lasting fragrance.
The all-purpose cleaner is particularly suitable
for: imitation leather, plastic, glass, textiles, cotton ﬁbres, tiles, ceramics, enamel, painted surfaces, concrete ﬂoors, walls, wooden doors, etc.

Highly concentrated cleaner for the windshield washer unit. Removes oil, grease, silicone, wax, insects, dangerous glare ﬁlming
and environmental grime from front and
rear windscreens in seconds. Eliminates wiper blade rattles and squeaks. Lubricants
reduces wear and tear. Environmentally
safe and biodegradable. With measuring
dispenser for optimum dispensing. Phosphate-free. Suitable for plastic headlight lenses.

500 ml

90201215

250 ml

92100815

1000 ml

90010515

Cockpit Premium
Cleans and protects in a single step with anti-static action. All plastic interior components
remain matte. Also suitable for cleaning other
smooth surfaces made of glass, plastic or
painted metal – also for household use.

500 ml

92470515

Windscreen Clear
Special cleaner for all types of glass and windscreens and for enameled and smooth surfaces in
the kitchen area. Reliable, streak-free and fast in removing dirt, grease, wax and silicone. Strong action.
Will not harm paintwork, chrome or rubber. Suitable
for plastic headlight lenses.

500 ml

92141215

Interior | Glass | Maintenance
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No 1 Clean & Polish

No 2 One Step Polish

No 3 Polish & Wax

No 4 Hartglanz

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme,
which is formulated to produce a deep gloss
ﬁnish when applied with a polishing machine such as a dual action (DA) polisher, No. 1
Clean & Polish removes stubborn oxidation,
ﬁne scratches and swirl marks from the paint
ﬁnish to reveal a high gloss ﬁnish. Can also be
applied by hand. Follow up with No. 2 One Step
Polish and No. 3 Polish & Wax for a professional
showroom ﬁnish. Ideal for all paint colors and
ﬁnishes.

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme, which
is formulated to produce a deep gloss ﬁnish
when applied with a polishing machine such as
a dual action (DA) polisher, No. 2 One Step Polish
reduces very ﬁne swirl marks, paint imperfections, haze and road grime that accumulate over
the course of time. Protects the paint ﬁnish with
a protective layer of carnauba wax. Leaves a high
gloss ﬁnish. Can also be applied by hand. Follow
up with No. 3 Polish & Wax for a professional
showroom ﬁnish. Ideal for all paint colors and
ﬁnishes.

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme,
which is formulated to produce a deep gloss
ﬁnish when applied with a polishing machine
such as a dual action (DA) polisher, No. 3 Polish
& Wax removes haziness and road grime that
accumulate over the course of time while adding a protective layer of carnauba and polymer
wax. The result is a high gloss showcar ﬁnish.
Can also be applied by hand. Ideal for all paint
colors and ﬁnishes.

Formulated from the latest in polymer synthetic
waxes for long-lasting protection. Hartglanz
achieves an exceptional deep gloss ﬁnish while
providing your paint ﬁnish with the best in protection from the elements including sap, UV rays,
road and ocean airborne salt and pollution. Makes dark ﬁnishes incredibly deep and makes metallic ﬂakes appear to jump off the ﬁnish. You'll
ﬁnd application to be effortless. Does not stain
trim or leave a powdery residue. Highly resistant
to washing and rain for months of protection. To
achieve the best results, apply after polishing
paint with one of our nextzett polishes.

250 ml
1000 ml

Polish
www.nextzett.de

93100515
93101015

250 ml
1000 ml

93110515
93111015

250 ml
1000 ml

93120515
93121015

250 ml
1000 ml

93020515
93021015

Polish | Exterior |

Express Polish

Vinyl Rubber Extra

Rubber Treatment
Balsam

Gummi Pﬂege Stick

Special care polish for all as new paintwork.
Cleans thoroughly, protects paintwork and provides long-term protection in a single operation. Particularly gentle surface action. Easy and
convenient to apply. Special silicone ensures a
long-lasting shine. Use to pre-treat dull, weathered metallic paintwork with no clear coat.
Suitable for use in machines. Contains silicone.

Highly effective treatment for plastic, vinyl and
rubber surfaces such as tires, unpainted plastic
trim and tonneau covers with extra lasting protection. Protects surfaces from fading and restores faded surfaces to like-new condition. Cleans
light dirt while deep penetrating conditioning oils
recondition to prevent drying and cracking due to
the effects of heat, sun, weather and pollution.
Restores color to faded surfaces and applies a
weather-resistant seal that protects against UV
rays which causes fading. Provides a low-shine,
water-resistant and dust-resistant ﬁnish.

Matte gloss protection for all rubber components, spoilers, plastic fenders, car tires,
etc. Restores depth of colour and protects
against crazing. Keeps door seals supple. Weather-resistant protective shield, UV-resistant.

Conditions rubber weather seals around car
doors, windows and trunk lids reducing squeaks, rattles, wind noise and water leaks. Protects
and keeps the rubber elastic. Protects against
extreme temperature and UV rays. Solvent-free,
water-based formula. Built-in applicator
makes application simple without the mess.

1000 ml

93151015

500 ml

97261215

KIP Intensive
Plastic Care

Tire Foam

For the exterior. Special matte gloss care for
plastic and rubber components such as fenders, spoilers, tires, trims etc. Restores them
to their original shade. The product is UV-resistant and completely water-repellent.

With its optimum UV and ozone protection, Tire Foam cleans, cares and protects.
Prevents cracking, premature bleaching
and brittleness in the side walls. Does not
attack rubber or paintwork. Anti-static
and solvent-resistant. Gives your tires a
silk matte ﬁnish and prevents re-soiling.

1000 ml

91471015

500 ml

97291015

Polish | Exterior

300 ml

97020515

100 ml

91480615
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Brake Cleaner +
Degreaser

MoS2 Oil
Aktiv

Klima Cleaner Pro

Klima Cleaner
easy-to-use

For asbestos, grease and oil stained brakes, coupling, gearbox and other metal components. Even
removes asbestos dust from the brake system without leaving a residue. Excellent dirt penetration
properties. Removes adhesive residues and glue.
pH-balanced formula will not corrode sensitive
materials. Water-repellant, silicone-free.

Rapidly frees rust, loosens screws, nuts and
hinges. High quality corrosion protection with
active rust protection. Eliminates squeaks and
creaking. Also for use as a contact agent, displaces water, stops leak currents. Free of resin,
acid and silicone.

High quality aqueous branded product which
removes bacteria, fungi and other germs from
air conditioning units without the need for disassembly. Together with the added odor neutralizers, its fungicidal and bactericidal agents combine to produce an extremely mild recipe with a
broad spectrum of activity and high substantivity
which will not irritate the mucous membranes.

An effective spray for vehicle interiors, to remove odours and to clean the air conditioning
and air circulation systems. Unpleasant odours
caused by bacteria and fungi are neutralized
rather than simply masked.

500 ml

99708415

300 ml

96090515

Tschüss Marten

Ultra Gel
Chain Grease

Successfully tested by animal behavior researchers. Long-lasting anti-marten spray. Offers
long-term protection against damage caused by
martens and dormice to favorite car components
such as electronic cables, ignition cables, brake
and radiator hoses, v-belts and sleeves, shock
absorbers or spring systems. The only anti-marten spray which also contains additional corrosion protection additives for the motor block, gear
componentsand front axle suspension.

High performance soap-free spray grease.
Wide temperature range from – 40° C to + 220°
C, resin and acid-free. Gentle on skin. Neutral
odor. Liquid when sprayed, it dries to a solid
lubrication ﬁlm in seconds. Active corrosion
protection. Excellent adhesion and water-resistance. For brake shafts, springs, universal
joints, hinges, drive chains, wheel and clutch
bearings.

300 ml

95070515

300 ml

96050515

Special Products
www.nextzett.de

300 ml

96110515

Wash Mitt
unit

41330515

Car Wash Sponge
unit

41241515

Microﬁber
Professional
unit

40084015

100 ml

91110415

Products for Industry
and Professionals
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No 1
Clean & Polish

No 2
One Step Polish

No 3
Polish & Wax

No 4
Hartglanz

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme,
which is formulated to produce a deep gloss
ﬁnish when applied with a polishing machine such as a dual action (DA) polisher, No. 1
Clean & Polish removes stubborn oxidation,
ﬁne scratches and swirl marks from the paint
ﬁnish to reveal a high gloss ﬁnish. Can also be
applied by hand. Follow up with No. 2 One Step
Polish and No. 3 Polish & Wax for a professional
showroom ﬁnish. Ideal for all paint colors and
ﬁnishes.

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme, which
is formulated to produce a deep gloss ﬁnish
when applied with a polishing machine such as
a dual action (DA) polisher, No. 2 One Step Polish
reduces very ﬁne swirl marks, paint imperfections, haze and road grime that accumulate over
the course of time. Protects the paint ﬁnish with
a protective layer of carnauba wax. Leaves a high
gloss ﬁnish. Can also be applied by hand. Follow
up with No. 3 Polish & Wax for a professional
showroom ﬁnish. Ideal for all paint colors and
ﬁnishes.

As part of our 3 Step Paint Finish Systeme,
which is formulated to produce a deep gloss
ﬁnish when applied with a polishing machine such as a dual action (DA) polisher, No.
3 Polish & Wax removes haziness and road
grime that accumulate over the course of
time while adding a protective layer of carnauba and polymer wax. The result is a high
gloss showcar ﬁnish. Can also be applied by
hand. Ideal for all paint colors and ﬁnishes.

Formulated from the latest in polymer synthetic
waxes for long-lasting protection. Hartglanz
achieves an exceptional deep gloss ﬁnish while
providing your paint ﬁnish with the best in protection from the elements including sap, UV rays,
road and ocean airborne salt and pollution. Makes dark ﬁnishes incredibly deep and makes metallic ﬂakes appear to jump off the ﬁnish. You'll
ﬁnd application to be effortless. Does not stain
trim or leave a powdery residue. Highly resistant
to washing and rain for months of protection. To
achieve the best results, apply after polishing
paint with one of our nextzett polishes.

1000 ml

93101015

1000 ml

93111015

1000 ml

93121015

1000 ml

93021015

SF 1 Extreme Cut

SF 2 High Gloss Finish

SF 3 Premium Protect

is a cutting compound for professional users that sets a new
benchmark. The special aluminum oxide micro-abrasives which
are produced in a high-temperature process and subjected to
the highest quality standards regarding grain size and hardness,
ensure the highest cutting rate and maximum gloss level are
achieved. Suitable for older, weathered coatings as well as acrylic
glass lenses. The cutting rate and gloss level can be controlled
precisely by selecting the cutting level of the polishing pad or
wool pad. nextzett SF 1 Extreme Cut removes dust nibs, paint
runs, scratches and overspray. Ideal for reconditioning matt and
weathered coatings. The perfect product for professional reconditioners and painters. Water-based and silicone-free.

eliminates swirl marks and holograms for an ultimate deep
gloss ﬁnish. nextzett SF 2 High Gloss Finish is a medium-cut
ﬁnishing polish with specially developed, high-tech abrasives
which are the latest generation in the microscopic range. nextzett SF 2 High Gloss Finish produces an ultimate deep gloss
ﬁnish and lasting protection. Since it’s silicone-free, it can be
applied on all coatings without restrictions. Produces no holograms (even on black coatings),no lubiricating ﬁlm, and can
be polished out without any residue. A straightforward polish
for virtually all applications. Water-based and silicone-free.

is a silicone-free, high-gloss sealant based on natural and synthetic waxes. The polymer cross-linked care components create
a natural gloss and protective ﬁnish on all paint ﬁnishes. Excellent protection is achieved in a one step ﬁnish that applies effortlessly. nextzett SF 3 Premium Protect leaves a brilliant, streak-free deep gloss ﬁnish on all smooth surfaces through the
use of special care components and the ﬁne-tuned selection of
high-quality gloss components. Water-based and silicone-free.

1000 ml

93121315

Express Polish
Special care polish for all as new paintwork. Cleans thoroughly, protects paintwork and provides long-term protection in a
single operation. Particularly gentle surface action. Easy and
convenient to apply. Special silicone ensures a long-lasting
shine. Use to pre-treat dull, weathered metallic paintwork with
no clear coat. Suitable for use in machines. Contains silicone.

1000 ml

93151015

1000 ml

93121515

1000 ml

93121415

Cleaning |

Acidopoon
Special acidic shampoo with proton activator to
accelerate drying. Provides outstanding drying results in roll-over and tunnel systems using recycled
water or highly alkaline pre-cleaners. Prolongs the
life of brushes and cloths. Specially developed for
very hard water.

Auto Gloss Car Wash
Shampoo

Clean Dry & Shine

Highly concentrated shampoo, dissolves dirt and
grease aggressively. Formulated for use in water
recycling systems. Easy to rinse off, creates a brilliant shine on any smooth surface. Contains brush
lubricant for protecting painted edges in cars. With
its active anti-limescale ingredient it can also be
used in hard water.

High performance, NTA-free, mildly alkaline foam
cleaner. It is based on a combination of non-ionic
surfactants that, combined with modern dispersants, can reliably remove oil, animal and vegetable
fats, insects, dirt, protein and micro dust. nextzett
Clean, Dry & Shine contains high-gloss, preservative, cross-linking polymers that produce a high gloss
and an „easy to clean“ effect. It is separation-friendly and contains no nitrates, complexing agents
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Perls Shampoo
Wash & Wax Raindance
Concentrated shampoo for an effortless foam wash
which seals in the shine. It cleans quickly and thoroughly like a shampoo, polymers provides durable
protection against environmental inﬂuences and
weathering by sealing in the shine and creating a
deep, visible, long-lasting sheen. Instant beading
after rinsing reveals the sealed-in mirror shine.

91542015
91543015
91544015

1000 ml
10 l
25 l

91116015
91116115
91116215

25 l
200 l
1000 l

90282015
90283015
90284015

25 l
200 l

98142515
98144115

Car Star
Universal Cleaner

Industry Cleaner
W99

Lotus Ultra
ISF Pre-Cleaner

Turbo S

Very efﬁcient, alkaline cleaner, which removes oil, animal and vegetable fats, insects, dirt from the roads,
albumen, old wax and resin crusts as well as carbonized
residues, copolymer waxes and micro-dust reliably. It is
ideal as a pre-treatment agent as well as a brush cleaning agent for automatic utility vehicle car washing facilities, particularly for dissolving intense oily and greasy
dirt on tarpaulins and trailers

Very effective and highly concentrated cleaning
agent for removing tough oil stains, plant and
animal encrustation, old wax and epoxy coatings,
proteins, sugar as well as carbonized residues. It is
meant for use in car workshops, industrial plants,
freight-forwarding agencies, swimming pools, factory rooms or on vehicles and working equipment in
the food industry. It is ideal for surfaces such as
tiles, plastics, paints and tarpaulins.

Insects · Dirt - Wheels – With its new dirt-ﬁghting
formula, nextzett Lotos ULTRA ISF is outstandingly
suitable as a pre-treatment for car-wash plants.
Thanks to the use of new high-performance dispersants, dirt is easily wiped off, giving you easy-to-clean results.

Highly effective alkaline cleaning concentrate, which
consistently removes oil and fat-based substances, proteins, old wax and resin buildup as well as
carbonized residues and microdust. Turbo S can
be used in multiple areas of application: e.g. as a
pre-cleaning product for motor vehicles, at automatic and car washing facilities, as an insect remover as well as for cleaning tarpaulins and trailers.

.

25 l
200 l
1000 l

90151515
90152015
90153015

1000 ml
10 l
25 l
200 l
1000 l

90140515
90141515
90142015
90143015
90143515

10 l
25 l
200 l
1000 l

90091515
90092015
90633015
90634015

25 l
200 l

91652015
91653015

Alkaline Cleaners

25 l
200 l
1000 l

Shampoos

(NTA, EDTA).

12 | Cleaning

Wheel Cleaner
Colortec

Wheel Glanz

HFF

Special intensive cleaner for all painted light alloy
and steel wheels. Protective cleaning formula.
Effortless application. Even brake dust pitting,
grease and oil grime will be completely removed.
Restores it to a like-new condition. Silicone-free.

Acid-free rim cleaner, highly efﬁcient for cleaning
all types of rims. Actively removes even tough dirt
and brake residue without additional rework. Gently
cleans without damaging the surface. Safe application is simpliﬁed by a colour change effectiveness
indicator.

Special intensive cleaning gel for all painted light
alloy and steel wheels. Protective cleaning formula.
Effortless application. Even brake dust pitting, grease and oil grime will be completely removed. Restores it to as new condition. Silicone-free. Can be used
for manual cleaning, but is preferably for automatic
cleaning systems such as wash tunnels, roll overs
and car wash plants.

Highly effective sprayable special acidic cleanser
for gentle cleaning of wheel rims, tiles and shop
ﬂoors/garages. It can be used by professionals
as well as DIY enthusiasts. A conscious effort was
made to refrain from using highly corrosive acid in
its production.

- optimal protection from corrosion

.

10 l
25 l
200 l

97071515
97072015
97073015

5l

97401515

Blitz All-Purpose

KBR

- easy removal of surface rust

25 l
200 l
1000 l

97272015
97275015
97275515

10 l
25 l
200 l

90261515
90262015
90263015

www.nextzett.de

Low-phosphate, highly concentrated cleaner for
protective care of all types of surface. Cleans
many articles such as imitation leather, plastic,
glass, tiles, ceramic products etc. Also effective in

Rapidly and gently removes oil, grease and
tar from textiles, upholstery, clothes and
carpets; will not leave water stains if applied correctly over a large area. No CFCs.

For asbestos, grease and oil stained brakes, coupling, gearbox and other metal components. Even
removes asbestos dust from the brake system
without leaving a residue. Excellent dirt penetration properties. Removes adhesive residues and
glue. pH-balanced formula will not corrode sensitive materials. Water-repellant, silicone-free.

Produces a streak-free shine without bubbling. Environmentally safe and bio-degradable.

90011015
90011515
90013015
90010515

97091515
97092015

Brake Cleaner
+ Degreaser

hard water if an anti-limescale product is added.

10 l
25 l
200 l
1000 l

10 l
25 l

Stain Remover

Cleaner
Viscous, liquid, powerful acidic special cleaner;
contains no harmful sulfuric acid. Removes difﬁcult
stains such as lime scale, encrusted urine, boiler
scale, rust, cement and encrusted concrete. Cleans
all acidresistant surfaces such as tiles, porcelain,
stoneware, bathroom and kitchen basins, WCs. Depending on the concentration and soaking time, also
dissolves heavy layers of cement, glassy surfaces
and encrusted concrete. Not suitable for cleaning

- dissolves stubborn grease, oil and brake wear
residue

1000 ml

92030515

500 ml
10 l

99708415
99708615

Special Cleaners

Acidic Cleaners

Wheel Cleaner
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Cockpit Premium +
Interior Cleaner

Plastic Deep Cleaner

Windscreen Clear

Universal Cleaner +
Smoke Ex

For the interior. Cleans and protects in a single step
with anti-static action. The dashboard and the interior remain matte. It is also recommended for cleaning other smooth surfaces made of glass, plastic
or painted metal. Silicone-free.

Gentle, two-phase cleaner with intensive grime removal. Cleans and removes rubber scuff
marks, tar, bitumen and nicotine thoroughly
and effortlessly with dust-resistant anti-static
action and a brightening effect. For plastic
awnings, car seats, the dashboard, storage
compartments and side components. Biodegradable. Environmentally safe, propellant-free.

Special cleaner for all types of glass and windscreens and for enameled and smooth surfaces
in the kitchen area. Reliable, streak-free and fast
in removing dirt, grease, wax and silicone. Strong
action. Will not harm paintwork, chrome or rubber.
Environmentally safe, propellant-free. Suitable for
plastic headlight lenses.

This all-purpose cleaner thoroughly removes
grease, stains nicotine and incrustations of all
kinds. Odours are not just disguised. The causes
of the odours are removed organically all that remains is a pleasant, long-lasting fragrance. The
all-purpose cleaner is particularly suitable for:
imitation leather, plastic, glass, textiles, cotton
ﬁbres, tiles, ceramics, enamel, painted surfaces, concrete ﬂoors, walls, wooden doors, etc.

10 l
25 l

92452015
92454015

500 ml
10 l

92441015
92442515

10 l
25 l
200 l
1000 l

92141515
92142015
92143015
92144015

Silicone Remover

Tar Remover

Universal Defoamer

Thorough, rapid special cleaner – a silicone remo-

Eingine cleaner, tar remover and paintwork pre-clea-

ver for new and used cars. For paint workshops and

ner in a single product. Dissolves oily, greasy dirt, bi-

used car valeting services. Removes wax, grease,

tumen, tar, waxes and adhesive residues. Effortlessly

oil polishes, adhesive residues, bitumen, underseal,

removes winter grime even in hard-to-reach places.

nicotine, tar and spray ﬁlming without residue. Also

pH-balanced formula protects paintwork. Provides

removes PU adhesive residues on windscreens.

temporary corrosion protection. Acid and lye-free.

Excessive foam can damage cleaning machines.
Universal Defoamer is the solution for all foam problems. The product stops the formation of foam in
washing systems and water treatment plants and is
suitable for use in ﬂoor cleaning machines. For the
defoaming of all types of cleaners such as Industry
Cleaner W99. Also suitable for preventive foam control in larger automatic bus / truck washing systems.
Highly concentrated, a small amount is all that’s required to achieve exceptional results.

1000 ml
10 l

91010515
91011115

10 l

91271615

1000 ml
30 kg

91770515
91772015

10 l

90201515

Other Products

Interior |
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Vinyl Rubber Extra

Rubber Treatment
Balsam

Cockpit Classic

Cockpit Lemon

Highly effective treatment for plastic, vinyl and
rubber surfaces such as tires, unpainted plastic
trim and tonneau covers with extra lasting protection. Protects surfaces from fading and restores
faded surfaces to like-new condition. Cleans light
dirt while deep penetrating conditioning oils recondition to prevent drying and cracking due to
the effects of heat, sun, weather and pollution.
Restores color to faded surfaces and applies a
weather-resistant seal that protects against UV
rays which causes fading. Provides a low-shine, water-resistant and dust-resistant ﬁnish.

Matte gloss protection for all rubber components,
spoilers, plastic fenders, car tires, etc. Restores
depth of colour and protects against crazing. Keeps
door seals supple. Weather-resistant protective
shield, UV-resistant, tested against car shampoo
and tunnel wash systems.

Oil and grease-free care for interiors. Anti-static
and dust resistant. Adds a satin ﬁnish and a fresh
fragrance to the car interior. Counteracts smoke and
other odors with its odor neutralizer. Even at high
temperatures, its thermo-stable action protects the
product against break-down.

Similar action to that of Cockpit Classic, but also has
a wonderful citrus fragrance which not only neutralizes odors and counteracts smoke odors, it also leaves a pleasant, long-lasting fresh citrus fragrance.

5l

97262015

300 ml

97020515

10 l

92012515

Vinyl-Rubber Care
and Protectant SF

KIP Intensive Plastic
Care

Tire Foam

Cleans all plastic components such as fenders, the
fascia, interior panels and rubber components and
tires, producing a temperature-resistant seal and a
satin ﬁnish. Delivers weather-resistant, long-term
protection and colour consistency by means of pole
reversal of the molecular structure and the C.I.S.
System (automatic colour matching system). Tested
for use in car wash systems.

For the exterior. Special matte gloss care for plastic
and rubber components such as fenders, spoilers,
tires, trims etc. Restores them to their original
shade. The product is UV-resistant and completely
water-repellent.

With its optimum UV and ozone protection, Tire
Foam cleans, cares and protects. Prevents cracking, premature bleaching and brittleness in the
side walls. Does not attack rubber or paintwork.
Anti-static and solvent-resistant. Gives your
tires a silk matte ﬁnish and prevents re-soiling.

10 l

97051215

www.nextzett.de

1000 ml
10 l
200 l

91471015
91471615
91473015

500 ml

97291015

300 ml

92050815
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Pump Atomizer 1,5 l
Solvent

Spigot for
5 & 10l Canister
unit

40133015

Manual Spray
Bottle
unit

40031015

For use with solvent borne products. The Pump Atomizer is a
durable, specialized device for use with our approved products in
the recommended composition. The pressure in the liquid container is produced by pumping action. Pressing the spray button
with the thumb is enough to give a uniform, constant spray, whose ﬁneness can be adjusted by turning the nozzle.

unit

40036015

Pump Atomizer 1,5 l
Acid
For use with acid and alkaline products. The Pump Atomizer is a
durable, specialized device for use with our approved products in
the recommended composition. The pressure in the liquid cont-

Spigot for
25l Canister
unit

40134015

Handsprayer XXL
Super Pro 1l
unit

40035015

ainer is produced by pumping action. Pressing the spray button
with the thumb is enough to give a uniform, constant spray, whose ﬁneness can be adjusted by turning the nozzle

unit

40037015

Pump Atomizer 1,5 l
Alkaline

Car Brush
with short handle 320x130mm

unit

40021015

Handsprayer XXL
Super Pro 1l Trigger
unit

40035115

Stück

40037115

Pump Atomizer 6 l
Push-button sprays of the nextzett ProLine
range are extremely robust and simple to
operate, and are highly stable.

Wheel Brush 60mm

Canyon Trigger

with synthetic frame

unit

40020015

unit

40031515

unit

40038015

Pump Atomizer 12 l

Clay Bar Fine 200 gr
Non-abrasive product that will remove deposits from
surfaces gently and without attacking them. With the
Clay Bar Fine, the removal of severe paint stains is child’s
play. Surface irregularities are smoothed out gently and
the paintwork is properly prepared for polishing or for
a sealant paint.

unit

40040015

Glas Scraper

Push-button sprays of the nextzett ProLine
range are extremely robust and simple to
operate, and are highly stable

incl. 5 replacement blades

unit

40015015

unit

40039015
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Polishing Pad
Lambswool 80mm
unit

40090215

Polishing Pad
Lambswool 130mm
unit

40090115

Polishing Pad
Lambswool 150mm
unit

40090015

Polishing Pad No 1
Cutting

160x30mm

unit

40092515

Polishing Pad No 2
Medium
160x30mm

unit

40092015

Polishing Pad No 3
Finish

Polishing Pad
Cutting Karo
160x25mm

unit

40091015

Polishing Pad
Cutting Hard
145x20mm

unit

40091115

Car Wash Sponge

160x30mm, waffle pad

unit

40093015

Tissues
500 Sheets 3-layer, blue, Packing unit 2 Roles

2 units

47101015

Microﬁber Interior
Professional
40x40cm 300GSM

unit

40084015

Microﬁber
Polish Plush Deluxe
40x40cm 400GSM

unit

41241515

Sponge
for solvant based products

unit

41241015

Multi Purpose
Sponge
130x80x45mm

unit

41240615

unit

40085015

Microﬁber High
Gloss Deluxe
40x40cm 550GSM

unit

40086015

Microﬁber Glassy
Proﬁ
40x40cm

unit

40086515

Accessories |

Barrel Pump basic
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Cleaning Bucket 15l

It is suitable for cans of 20 liters up to 200-liter barrels.
The pump is provided with a barrel adapter with 2” thread.
For plastic barrels and cans, adapters are available. The
hand pump was designed as a siphon pump and is suited
for all neutral and slightly aggressive media. The pump
must not be used for delivering any media of the hazard
classes A I/ A II, other ﬂammable media or in potentially
explosive environment!

unit

40137015

unit

40010015

Barrel Pump extra

Hand Wash Paste

Suitable for almost all liquids of low viscosity, such as
acids, alkaline solutions and water-based chemicals. The
pump must not be used for delivering any media of the
hazard classes A I, A II/ other ﬂammable media or in potentially explosive environment!

An easy to dissolve paste for gentle cleaning of heavily
soiled or greases-stained hands. For use in all hard water
are an anti-limescale product is added. Hand-Wash
Paste- contains no abrasive wood shavings or sand.
Re-emulsifying raw materials are primarily used in
manufacture. Dermatologically tested.

unit

40137115

10 l

91331015

Dosing Device
Accudose

Cleaning Gun
Twister

The device complies with the requirements of the European Water Authorities (ED1717) and allows an efﬁcient mix
thanks to the 14 different dosing nozzles.
The Accudose is connected directly to the water tap
and works without power and compressed air.

Pneumatically operated suction spray
gun which very ﬁnely atomises cleaning ﬂuid and swirls it
under high pressure.
- Removes dirt quickly
- Guarantees lower consumption of chemicals

unit

40138015

unit

40138315

Automatic Wash

Combi Series |

Combi

Combi

Combi

Pre-Cleaner

Fragrance Foam

Active Shampoo

Modern, powerful, alkaline and NTA-free cleaning concentrate. The efﬁcient combination of non-ionic and amphoteric tensides reliably removes insects, bird excrement,
trafﬁc dirt and fuel residues from overﬁlling. All of the tensides used are readily biodegradable and environmentally
neutral in waste water treatment. This guarantees a high
process water recycling rate and therefore reduces costs.

A universal foam for all car washes and portable washing
systems. A special brush lubrication additive protects vehicle coatings and keeps the textile brush materials clean
and lubricated. The unique, highly speciﬁc fragrance composition results in a pleasantly fresh odour in all systems.
COMBI Fragrance Foam is pH-neutral. The amphoteric
tensides guarantee high-performance foam, even in hard
water. Reduced surfactant characteristics were chosen on
purpose in order to guarantee fast, complete rinsing.

Special shampoo with a fresh scent and anti-scale formula
– phosphate free. COMBI Active Shampoo is a highly concentrated shampoo. With ultimate cleaning power, it easily
dissolves dirt and grease. The product rinses easily and
produces a brilliant shine on all smooth surfaces.

25 l
200 l

91565015
91565515

25 l
200 l

91863015
91864015

Combi

Combi

Dryer

Protection

The fast, intensive drying agent based on modern, cationic
tensides, universal in application for all car washes and
portable systems. An absolutely reliable drying agent with
measurable high gloss. The high-quality care components
give coatings a long-lasting, clearly visible shine. All-round
vehicle protection.

High-end drying agent, maintains surface gloss, removes
scratches, lotus effect. Can be used as a foam and hot
preservative, also ideal for self-service washing bays, silicone-free, mineral oil-free

25 l
200 l

91883015
91884015

25 l
200 l

91095015
91894015

Combi Series
www.nextzett.de

25 l
200 l

91873015
91874015
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Lotus Ultra

Lotus Ultra

Lotus Ultra

ISF Pre-Cleaner

Power Foam

High Gloss Shampoo

Insects · Dirt · Wheels – With its new dirt-ﬁghting formula,
Lotos Ultra ISF is outstandingly suitable as a pre-treatment
for car-wash plants. Thanks to the use of new high-performance dispersants, dirt is easily wiped off, giving you
easy-to-clean results.

Low alkaline, extremely high-foaming cleaning concentrate
on the basis of anionic and amphoteric tensides for car
washes, portal systems and self-service washing bays.

Highly concentrated shampoo with exceptional cleaning
power, which acts as a highpower dirt and grease solvent.
Proven by its outstanding wash results, High Gloss Shampoo and prolongs the life and cleanliness of soft cloth, textile and microﬁber cloths and brushes at car-wash plants
with its self-cleaning action.

10 l
25 l
200 l
1000 l

90091515
90092015
90633015
90634015

25 l

91102015

25 l

90622015

200 l

91103015

200 l

90623015

Lotus Ultra

Lotus Ultra

Eﬀect

High Gloss Foaming Polish

Special mildly acidic foam to prepare effectively for drying.
The Lotos Ultra Effect:
- Commercial vehicle runoff dryer
- Foam polish
- Acidic brush shampoo
- Maximum drying
- Prolongs the life of textile clothsand brushes

Hydrocarbon-free micro foam polish. The product protects the ﬁnish and with the addition of self-crosslinking
micro-polymers, a lotus effect is achieved. This leads to a
natural repellent effect achieving a longlasting all around
protection of the bodywork from the effects of weathering
and the environment results. The Lotos Ultra High Gloss
Foaming Polish is suitable for all tunnel and rollover systems with foam nozzles or foam generators.

25 l
200 l

91552015
91553015

25 l
200 l

91422015
91423015

Lotus Ultra Series
www.nextzett.de
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Lotus Ultra

Lotus Ultra

Lotus Ultra

High Gloss Drying Agent

Glanzwax

Superwax

Innovative high-performance drying aid based on cationic
surfactants, by means of modern, high-quality conditioners, the new formula which is free of silicone and mineral
oil facilitates drying without micro beading and produces
an excellent gloss in all automatic and self-service car
wash systems. Because no silicone is present, there is no
need to ﬁnish car panels afterwards.

Long-lasting wax with brilliant deep gloss, as hot or foam
wax.

Special drying aid based on cationic and non-cationic surfactants. By means of self-crosslinking conditioners the new
formula dries without micro beading and produces an excellent
and innovative gloss. This leads to a natural repellent effect
achieving a long-lasting all around protection of the bodywork
from the effects of weathering and the environment results.

25 l
200 l

91322015
91323015

25 l
200 l

91132015
91133015

25 l
200 l

91442015
91443015

Lotus Ultra

3D-Protect Exclusive
Deep gloss protection, coating repair and lotus effect,
high-end dryer, foam and hot preservative. Also ideal for
self-service washing bays, silicone-free, mineral oil-free.

25 l
200 l

91092015
91093015
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Tresan TR 35

pH-Regulator Alkaline

Duo-Flock

Highly effective sterilizing agent for industrial water based
on stabilized hydrogen peroxide and free of formaldehyde
or formaldehyde residue. Within a very short period of time,
Tresan TR 35 acts to form oxygen. Thus, organic substances decompose and the water is oxygenated.

Contains a special tenside-free low carbonate and low
sulfate lye to optimize the pH of acidic used water and
sewage. pH-Regulator is indispensable when using acidic
ﬂocculants and precipitating agents. Can be used with any
level of water hardness without loss of effectiveness.

The broad-band ﬂocculant and precipitating agent with
a broad pH range effectiveness of pH 5.0-8.5. A multi-component preparation for extensive elimination of dirt,
grease and oil particles from used water. Also removes
oil-emulsifying tensides and reduces the contaminant
values of the used water considerably. Areas of application: water recycling systems in roll-over, brush and tunnel
car wash systems and other automated cleaning systems.

25 kg

91620515

25 l
200 l

91612015
91613015

25 l

Water Treatment
www.nextzett.de

91752015

Other Products |
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Clean Dry & Shine

PolTEC

Acidopoon

High performance, NTA-free, mildly alkaline foam cleaner.
It is based on a combination of non-ionic surfactants that,
combined with modern dispersants, can reliably remove oil,
animal and vegetable fats, insects, dirt, protein and micro
dust. Clean, Dry & Shine contains high-gloss, preservative,
cross-linking polymers that produce a high gloss and an
„easy to clean“ effect. It is separation-friendly and contains
no nitrates, complexing agents (NTA, EDTA).

A polymer-based car wash gloss agent and highly effective soft polish for scratch-free deep care of automobile
coatings. Guaranteed better smoothness and shine thanks
to the novel multiﬂex system, even on older coatings. Prevents grey ﬁlm even when used with hard water.

Special acidic shampoo with proton activator to accelerate drying. Provides outstanding drying results in roll-over
and tunnel systems using recycled water or highly alkaline
pre-cleaners. Prolongs the life of brushes and cloths. Specially developed for very hard water.

25 l
200 l
1000 l

90282015
90283015
90284015

25 l

91722015

25 l
200 l
1000 l

91542015
91543015
91544015

Windscreen Cleaning
Wipes

Shampoo 730

Rapid Wax Drying Agent

Cloth saturated with a special active agent for effortless
removal of wax, oil and silicon residues. Subsequent wiping
down with dry ﬂeece gives a streak-free clean. Best suitable for cleaning spectacles.

Highly concentrated shampoo with the greatest cleaning
effect, removes dirt and grease. It is pre-destined for use in
industrial water recycling plants of automatic car washing
facilities. It is easy to rinse off, gives a radiant shine to all
smooth surfaces. It contains a brush lubricant for protecting painted edges without removing the paint from them.

Highly effective drying agent with innovative shine action.
Guarantees fast and easy drying with spontaneous and large-scale bubbling rinse effect including problem systems
with a small bubbling rinse area or high conveyor speeds.

Bag

42150515

25 l
200 l
1000 l

91360515
91362015
91364015

Other Products

25 l
200 l

91311015
91311515

Tel.: +49 2261 6095 433 · Fax: +49 2261 6095 429
info@nextzett.de

www.nextzett.de
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